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Good morning, Chairman Alexander, Ranking Member Murray, and Members of the committee. I am
Dr. Jeff Allen, President & CEO of Friends of Cancer Research, an advocacy organization that drives
collaboration among every healthcare sector to power advances in science, policy, and regulation that
speed life-saving treatments to patients. I would like to thank all Members and the staff of this
committee for putting together this important hearing. It is an honor to testify before you today and
provide the perspective of my organization, and on behalf of patients, as you continue this committee’s
efforts to examine how laboratory testing can best support the future of medicine and patient care.
Advancements in basic science have never been more profound. The remarkable advancements being
made at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), at medical and academic centers all across the country
and within private sector industry are rapidly changing how we look at disease, and are in some cases
leading to new and markedly improved treatments for patients. Exciting new initiatives like the
President’s Personalized Medicine Initiative (PMI) and the Vice President’s Cancer Moonshot are
important opportunities to continue along this promising trajectory and build on the remarkable
progress to date.
The therapies patients have access to today to treat many different diseases are far more effective, but
also more complex than their predecessors. Adding to this complexity, and the more exacting nature of
science today, is the increased reliance on molecular tests for providing optimal medical care. It’s not
unusual for a variety tests to be used by healthcare providers to help identify elevated risks, diagnose
certain conditions, inform the best treatment option, or even measure if a treatment is working. In
some cases, entire treatment regimens are being prescribed based upon the results of such tests.
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Given the role that medical tests play in optimizing and determining patient care, it’s imperative that
these tests’ performance and accuracy be well characterized before placing important treatment
decisions on the results that they provide. The ramifications of uncertainty or inaccuracy can be quite
significant. An inaccurate test could result in a patient not receiving the most appropriate treatment or
expose them to an unnecessary or potentially harmful treatment. A recent report from the National
Academies concluded that diagnostic errors, including some from molecular tests, account for 6-17%
adverse events in hospitals, and played a role in 10% of patient deaths.1 I don’t raise these statistics to
be alarmist, to suggest that medical tests are not vital to the future of patient health, or to ignore that
there are currently numerous, highly beneficial tests that facilitate the use of life-saving treatments. But
as this field rapidly moves forward and becomes more complex, it is important to create policies that
can help patients and medical professionals be confident in the results that a test provides.
When a patient is told that they have cancer, or any other debilitating disease, they are flooded with
confusion, fear, anger, and the thought, often times, of losing the life of a loved one, or their own.
While their journey will undoubtedly include periods of confusion and uncertainty, they shouldn’t be left
to wonder if the results of a test, which their physician used to decide the course of their treatment, was
right or not. Molecular tests may indeed be the key to precision medicine. I, and millions of people
across this country, hope that the work of this committee will be a catalyst to accelerate getting the
right medicines to the right patients at the right time.

Scientific Progress Facilitated by Molecular Tests
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Past scientific and technological advancements have helped to demonstrate the potential promise of
precision medicine in oncology. For example, decades ago many hematologic malignancies were
classified as either simply leukemia or lymphoma. At that time the 5-year survival rate for patients
diagnosed with those diseases was in the single digits. Through the advancement of microscopy
techniques, researchers and physicians are now able to identify different cells and unique characteristics
of cells that contribute to their abnormal growth and reclassify specific diseases. Today, there are nearly
one hundred different histologically defined leukemia and lymphomas. This ability to identify different
subsets of diseases allowed for treatments to be developed that were in some cases more tailored
toward those specific cells and were more effective in the subgroup. Today, the number of patients that
are still alive five years after their highly specified diagnosis is greater than 70%.2
While the technology is more complex, today a similar phenomenon is occurring based on the improved
ability to identify molecular alterations and in some cases to develop treatments to target them
accordingly. Many cancers and other diseases that had previously been grouped together are now being
characterized based on the presence or absence of different molecular indicators, or biomarkers. The
identification of certain biomarkers may indicate elevated risk for developing a disease, the presence of
a disease, or the likelihood (or not) of responding to a treatment. In most cases, the assessment of a
biomarker requires the use of a molecular test. As more and more reliance is placed upon molecular
tests, both in research and routine clinical care, the importance of their accuracy cannot be understated.
Molecular Tests Are Changing the Approach to R&D
The rapid evolution of precision medicine through the identification of biomarkers and the increased
utilization of molecular testing has brought a paradigm shift to the biomedical research enterprise.
Molecularly defining diseases and developing new drugs that are targeted toward specific alterations
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has resulted in numerous compelling examples of new and more effective treatments for previously
untreatable conditions.
Products such as imatinib for patients with Ph+ chronic myelogenous leukemia, trastuzumab for treating
patients with HER2+ breast cancer, and crizotinib or other inhibitors toward ALK-translocated non-small
cell lung cancer are all examples of targeted therapies that have transformed different types of cancers.
This provides the motivation and rationale for researchers to pursue new potential drug targets, and
great hope for patients waiting for potential cures. In a relatively short period of time, the movement
toward precision medicine has resulted in the rapid expansion of a high-quality diagnostic testing
industry, impacted care delivery practices in terms to tests that are provided to patients, changed
patients’ awareness of their health data, are affecting economic models for payment for medical
services, and significantly shifted both the opportunities and challenges associated with developing and
regulating new medicines.
It has been estimated that 87% of the oncology research pipeline is devoted to targeted therapies, of
which a large proportion are used with a biomarker test.3 Among some of the most potentially
transformative new therapies – those that have received FDA Breakthrough Therapy Designation – 64%
have a biomarker associated with their research program.4 Among some of the most transformative
therapies in recent years – those that have been approved after being designated as a Breakthrough
Therapy – 38% have biomarker selection criteria as part of their indication.5
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While the shift toward a more personalized approach to medical research and care has been enabled by
molecular diagnostics, it has also presented challenges that require modifications to traditional R&D.
For example, by identifying molecularly-defined subsets of disease, it is hoped that tailoring treatment
to these subsets rather than the broader disease will result in the reduction of non-responders to
treatment. However, due to the increasing number of disease subsets that have been identified, many
of which represent less than 5% of patients with a particular cancer, this significantly reduces the
number of patients who are eligible to receive a targeted therapy. When a molecular subset of a
disease is a small fraction of the total number patients, it requires broad screening to identify the
patients for existing targeted treatments and novel approaches to study new drugs in those settings.
To begin to address this issue directly, drawing on advances in molecular testing that enable researchers
to identify clinically meaningful alterations in dozens of genes, Friends of Cancer Research is currently
working with a large, diverse set of partners from academia, industry, government and advocacy to
develop a modern day, innovative precision medicine clinical trial. In this project, called Lung-MAP, a
“master protocol” governs how multiple drugs, from multiple companies, each targeting a different
biomarker, are tested as potential treatments for lung cancer. Each arm of the study tests a different
therapy that has been determined to target a unique genetic alteration. Lung-MAP utilizes cutting-edge
screening technology to help identify which patient may better match each arm. This trial is creating a
rapidly evolving infrastructure that can simultaneously examine the safety and efficacy of multiple new
drugs.6 Lung-MAP provides a model for future research designs that can efficiently incorporate cuttingedge molecular testing and facilitate clinical trials that support the future of personalized medicine. This
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approach will have the ability to improve enrollment, enhance consistency, increase efficiency, reduce
costs, and most importantly improve patients’ lives.
Current Regulation of Molecular Tests
In the case of new therapies, the Food & Drug Administration (FDA) is responsible for regulatory
oversight of new drugs and to approve them before they enter the market. For molecular tests,
however, the regulatory paradigm is more complex. Two broad categories of tests—those
manufactured and sold as “diagnostic kits” by companies and those made and performed within a single
laboratory, often called laboratory developed tests (LDTs)—have historically been treated differently by
regulatory authorities. Since the 1970s, the FDA has provided regulatory oversight for kits that are
manufactured and sold by companies to health professionals. Conversely, the Agency has exercised
enforcement discretion in requiring premarket review for LDTs. For much of the period of FDA’s
enforcement discretion, LDTs were typically manufactured in small volumes and used by laboratories
housed within the same institution where patients were treated. They were largely intended for rare
diseases and were a lot less prevalent in the healthcare system.
Laboratories themselves are subject to CMS regulation under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Amendments (CLIA).7 The FDA approval process is designed to ensure that individual tests are properly
designed and validated so that they are accurate, reliable, and clinically valid, before they are used in
clinical practice whereas CLIA is designed to assure that tests are properly performed, largely through
the oversight of laboratory personnel and procedures. Although both rigorous in their oversight
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processes, FDA and CLIA regulations serve very different purposes and so have different sets of
regulatory requirements addressing different aspects of the quality of tests.
When this division of responsibility was set up, the methodologies and intended use of the data
generated by tests regulated by FDA and those under CLIA was different.8 More recently, with the
expansion of molecular testing and increased technical capabilities, the breadth of analytes and
biomarkers for which there are LDTs and manufactured kits continues to grow. The intended use of the
information generated from different tests has also evolved. Any test that produces a result that is
intended to be used to guide medical decision-making should be evaluated in its clinical context for risks
that may be incurred. For patients, consumers, and healthcare providers it is the information provided
by the test that is important, not the place it is manufactured or how it is distributed. The regulatory
framework and standards used to ensure the safety and quality of tests should reflect this principle.
It is important to acknowledge concerns that have been raised about the potential consequences of an
increase in oversight of molecular testing. These concerns raise the possibility that small laboratories
will not have the means to handle the administrative burden of complying with new regulations.
However, it is worth noting that many molecular tests are not subject to a full FDA pre-market approval
application (PMA) and instead go through the FDA de novo process, which provides significant flexibility.
Moreover, patients and healthcare providers need to confidently rely on a tests’ results, no matter the
test’s origin. The presence of two separate regulatory processes and incongruent requirements has
resulted in a system where certain tests with known high quality, that ought to be trusted, exist
alongside a vast array of tests that remain relatively uncharacterized. This is not the reliable path to
precision medicine.
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Use Trends of Molecular Tests
An additional challenge encountered as use of molecular testing expands is the growing number of cases
in which analytes being assessed by LDTs developed and performed in single labs may be identical to the
analytes assessed with kits manufactured to be marketed. To better understand this current landscape,
our research team, in conjunction with the Deerfield Policy Institute, conducted a study to examine
trends in molecular testing of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients with advanced-stage
adenocarcinoma, with a focus on testing to detect EGFR mutations and ALK-rearrangements. Testing for
these alterations is recommended by medical guidelines and both LDTs and FDA-approved tests are
available. The study was just published yesterday and provides several key findings. Overall rates of
testing of patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) were high: 95% (550 of 579) of
patients were tested for EGFR, and 84% (489 of 579) were tested for ALK. Our study also showed that
large number of patients who underwent molecular testing were tested with a non-FDA approved test.
Specifically, 87% (369 of 424) for EGFR and 49% (195 of 399) for ALK were tested with an LDT, despite
the availability FDA approved assays for those alterations.
While our study was not intended to assess any differences between FDA-approved tests and LDTs that
are used to detect EGFR or ALK alterations, it does reveal a high prevalence of use of tests that have not
been subject of FDA review. There are pros and cons to the widespread use of LDTs. On the one hand,
LDTs may offer rapid technical advances and facilitate innovation in molecular testing, and have been
demonstrated in some cases to offer advantages beyond existing FDA regulated alternatives.9,10 On
the other hand, concerns exist that LDTs are not currently subjected to pre-market review by the FDA
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and thus are not required to meet the same evidentiary standards as FDA regulated tests. Additionally,
LDTs have in at least some instances been reported to perform poorly, as noted in a report of case
studies released by the FDA.11 The FDA’s most recent safety communication warning against use of
ovarian cancer screening tests is one more case where FDA premarket review would have been critical
to prevent women from being exposed to tests that simply do not perform as claimed.12 Given the large
number of tests currently in use, some which have been subjected to pre-market review by FDA while
others have not, there exists the potential for wide variability in test performance and claims, and the
reality that some patients making major medical decisions based on inaccurate test results.13,14, 15
Without a uniform regulatory approach for molecular tests, the potential for uncharacterized variability
is likely to be exacerbated by rapidly advancing technology. This situation is further complicated by the
fact that the traditional approach of developing a single drug with an individual test may be becoming
obsolete. Testing many analytes simultaneously on a single platform is greatly preferred to testing one
analyte at a time due to limitations in the quantity of patient tumor tissue available for testing and the
potential for streamlining previously separate workflows. Indeed, next-generation sequencing (NGS)
technology and other genomic analysis platforms that can analyze hundreds of genetic markers from the
same sample are being developed and widely used at hospitals around the country. The information
generated by NGS testing in clinical laboratories may be used to identify potential risk factors,
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prognostic information, or predictors of adverse reactions to drugs, all of which may contribute to a
larger body of evidence used by physicians to manage patient care. These powerful NGS technologies
are being developed and performed in clinical laboratories whose operations are subject to oversight
and accreditation, but are not subject to FDA review, meaning that a thorough review of the accuracy
and reliability of the test results is not performed.
While NGS and other emerging technologies present transformational opportunities, steps should be
identified to understand variability and improve consistency among different testing platforms. Several
studies have shown that different platforms can frequently yield different results.16, 17 Due to
technological capabilities and expertise residing at clinical laboratories, numerous institutions are
developing and utilizing their own genetic screening platforms. While this may present the opportunity
to improve time and resource efficiencies, there currently is no requirement to assess inter-institutional
variability of genetic platforms. Therefore, the results of tumor molecular analysis may differ from
hospital to hospital. Without new approaches to oversight it will remain difficult to assess and optimize
clinical outcomes. Therefore, appropriate standards and requirements should be identified and
implemented to ensure that patients are being tested with high-quality, reliable tests regardless of
where the test are performed.
FDA has taken steps to begin to work with stakeholders to identify new approaches and explore how
data obtained from different genetic screening platforms may be able to be compared and potential
variations between platforms be better understood. This effort is part of the Obama Administration’s
Personalized Medicine Initiative and two draft guidance documents were recently made available for
public comment.18 The agency plays a critical role in PMI; its flexible approach on NGS and work to
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convene all sectors of the community will support advancing the science so innovative new NGS tests
come to market, and have accurate results for patients.
Conclusion
As the members of this committee decide how best to address the regulation of molecular tests, I would
like to lay out a few points that I believe are important to consider. First, the primary basis for
regulations governing molecular testing should not be where a test is performed but rather what
medical decisions the test is used to inform. Thus, tests that are used to guide the same medical
decision making ought to be subject to the same regulatory oversight and requirements no matter
where they are developed or performed. Second, medical professionals need to be able to compare the
strengths and weaknesses of tests that claim to measure the same analyte(s). Currently there is no
means for them to complete this task. The FDA should work with the laboratory and diagnostics industry
to standardize techniques to characterize variability between tests. Third, advanced genomic screening
technologies may require a regulatory framework of their own, which takes into consideration the rapid
pace of technological advancement and ensures that patients have access to high quality, reliable
testing. The future of precision medicine and the health and lives of patients depends on the accuracy
of these tests.
###
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